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ABSTRACT
Graduates of computer science degree programs are increasingly
being asked to maintain large, multi-threaded software systems;
however, the maintenance of such systems is typically not well-
covered by software engineering texts or curricula. We conducted
a think-aloud study with 15 students in a graduate-level computer
science class to discover the strategies that students apply, and to
what effect, in performing corrective maintenance on concurrent
software. We collected think-aloud and action protocols, and anno-
tated the protocols for a number of behavioral attributes and main-
tenance strategies. We divided the protocols into groups based on
the success of the participant in both diagnosing and correcting the
failure. We evaluated these groups for statistically significant dif-
ferences in these attributes and strategies.

In this paper, we report a number of interesting observations that
came from this study. All participants performed diagnostic execu-
tions of the program to aid program comprehension; however, the
participants that used this as their predominant strategy for diag-
nosing the fault were all unsuccessful. Among the participants that
successfully diagnosed the fault and displayed high confidence in
their diagnosis, we found two commonalities. They all recognized
that the fault involved the violation of a concurrent-programming
idiom. And, they all constructed detailed behavioral models (simi-
lar to UML sequence diagrams) of execution scenarios. We present
detailed analyses to explain the attributes that correlated with suc-
cess or lack of success. Based on these analyses, we make rec-
ommendations for improving software engineering curriculums by
better training students how to apply these strategies effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although the problems inherent in the design of multi-threaded

software are well-known (e.g., [3, 17]), issues that arise during the
maintenance of these systems have received less attention. Cov-
erage of the topic in popular software engineering texts and cur-
ricula is sparse, if dealt with at all. That said, CS graduates are
increasingly being asked to maintain large multi-threaded software
systems. As part of the Copse project [1] at Michigan State Uni-
versity, we are applying rigorous empirical methods to investigate
which tools, notations, and task models [8] best support maintain-
ers engaged in such activities. We recently undertook an empir-
ical study that aims to understand the strategies commonly used
by CS graduates to diagnose and then correct design faults related
to synchronization. This paper reports the findings of this study,
including a discussion of the strategies that we observed and a col-
lection of behavioral attributes that are more frequently observed
among those participants who were successful in both finding and
correcting a synchronization-related design fault than among those
who were not successful. We also report a variety of observations
that could inform instructors in teaching students more effective
strategies for maintaining multi-threaded software systems and in
employing more effective methods in conveying those concepts to
students.

We collected the data in our study by observing students who
were enrolled in a graduate course on formal methods as they en-
gaged in the corrective maintenance of a system with a realistically
complex multi-threaded architecture. Prior to the study, we seeded
the system with a fault that caused the system to fail intermittently.
Their maintenance task was to diagnose and correct the failure. The
students were near in age and intellectual maturity to our target
population—that is, students who have just graduated with a BS
in Computer Science. We collected the data using the think-aloud
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method, which is a rigorous empirical method used to model the
cognitive processes that a participant engages in when performing
a task [10, 28]. Long term, we intend to use these data to form for-
mal task models [8] and then to evaluate the models for their ability
to guide maintainers in successfully modifying and extending con-
current software. As a first step, this paper describes the different
activities we observed and relates them to success on task.

Our study revealed two predominant strategies for diagnosing
and correcting the failure. Both strategies emphasize the produc-
tion of a failure trace, which demonstrates how the system transits
among various internal states, at least one of which is a clear er-
ror state, up to the point of failure. Execution-based tracing aims
to produce this trace by instrumenting the program and executing
until such time as the program fails. In contrast, failure-trace mod-
eling involves modeling what a failing trace might look like by rea-
soning about potential thread interleavings based on some degree
of program understanding.

Although analysis of the think-aloud data is ongoing, two facts
stand out. First, a significant difference in the use of failure-trace
modeling was observed: those who were successful in finding and
fixing the fault used the strategy more frequently than those who
were unsuccessful. Second, we compared those who successfully
diagnosed the fault with high confidence to those who either did
not diagnose the fault correctly or did so with low confidence.
Here, we observed a significant difference in frequency of what
we call strongly-articulated modeling—that is, the articulation of a
model that is “sufficiently clear and distinct” (Section 2.4). Those
who correctly diagnosed the fault with high confidence performed
strongly-articulated modeling more frequently.

High confidence is important because failures due to
synchronization-related faults may manifest under relatively
rare thread schedules, making them very difficult to reproduce.
In such cases, a programmer cannot rely on execution to verify
the feasibility of a candidate failure trace or testing to verify the
correctness of a proposed fix. These problems have been the
subject of much research in testing and debugging, with the result
that several debugging tools now support replay of executions [7,
22]. Various testing approaches look to improve confidence by
covering different sequences of critical events [4, 6] or by covering
a reachability graph [14]. These testing approaches and replay
debuggers have met with some success, but suffer problems of
scale and have not seen widespread use in practice.

In our study, no participant was able to produce a suitably infor-
mative failure trace by executing an instrumented program. Rather,
they produced these traces by modeling them, and a correlation was
found to exist between modeling with high confidence and success.
An open question is whether additional training and automated as-
sistance in the production of trace models (failing or otherwise)
could help those who were unsuccessful become more successful.
For instance, some of our participants expressed difficulties pro-
ducing a sufficiently articulate trace model. Such difficulties might
be ameliorated by better tool support.

Another interesting observation concerns the use of execution-
based tracing among those who demonstrated a capacity for
strongly-articulated modeling. Almost all of the participants be-
gan by using the execution-based tracing strategy. However, those
successful in diagnosing and then fixing the fault tended to use
the strategy only to localize the fault. They switched to failure-
trace modeling to actually produce a failure trace. Some partici-
pants continued to run an instrumented program in the background
throughout the session, and many used the approach in an attempt
to confirm (by absence of failure) the correctness of their solu-
tion.

We believe these data reinforce the importance of behavioral
modeling as a skill in the CS graduate’s repertoire. Our experi-
ence suggests that concurrent-software maintenance tasks provide
a wealth of opportunities for developing these skills. Some of the
students in our study appear to have performed no modeling what-
soever. All of these students continued to invest in the execution-
based tracing strategy long past the point of diminishing returns
and ultimately were unsuccessful in diagnosing the fault. Perhaps,
we could develop greater “buy-in” regarding the limitations of this
strategy through laboratory exercises using artifacts similar to those
used in our study. Here, students would gain first-hand experience
with these limitations. In addition, we believe a modeling tool
that facilitates the construction of incomplete sequence diagrams
to quickly represent and improve models along the quality spec-
trum may both aid in the development of this skill and be useful in
practice.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2
provides background on the think-aloud method and concepts used
in describing to our study and our findings. We describe the ma-
terials used and the procedure followed to collect our data (Sec-
tion 3) followed by the data (Section 4) and a statistical analysis
(Section 5). Finally, we provide discussion of the study and future
work (Section 6) and wrap up with conclusions (Section 7).

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Think-aloud method and user studies
The think-aloud method is a rigorous empirical technique used

to obtain a model of the cognitive processes that take place during
an activity or to test the validity of a proposed model [10, 28]. A
think-aloud protocol is a transcript of the verbalizations of the par-
ticipants as they are engaged in some activity. An associated action
protocol describes what participants do as they engage in the activ-
ity. These transcripts are later analyzed by segmenting them and
mapping their components into the concepts and operations of a
given candidate task model. This mapping is produced by means
of a coding scheme, which specifies how patterns of speech and
actions are expected to correspond to the performance of specific
tasks in the candidate model. Domain experts develop these coding
schemes, and independent analysts, called coders, apply them to
raw protocols to yield encoded protocols. The fitness of a candi-
date task model can be assessed by evaluating how well it "covers"
a set of protocols—that is, by how well the model matches the ob-
served behaviors.

As in Newell and Simon’s study [19], we intend to incremen-
tally refine our encoding scheme to derive a predictive model that
fits the data. Then, we will evaluate the models based on newly col-
lected sets of such protocols. In our initial analysis of the protocols
collected in this study we devised some simple coding schemes,
which were applied by members of the research team. We will fur-
ther refine the coding schemes, and multiple independent coders
will re-annotate the videos.

The time and effort required from both participants and re-
searchers for such intensive user studies is substantial, and the num-
ber of participants typically ranges from 5 up to 20. For exam-
ple, Soloway and colleagues [26] used 20 participants in their think
aloud study of maintenance tasks; Wallace and colleagues [30] used
5 participants in their think-aloud study of end-user programming;
Ko and colleagues [12] used 10 participants in their study of how
programmers use interactive development environments for per-
forming maintenance tasks; and LaToza and colleagues [15] used
13 participants in a study to understand how programmers think
about design when performing maintenance activities.
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Studies of programmers performing software maintenance tasks
serve a variety of purposes. For example, Robillard and col-
leagues [21], and LaToza and colleagues [15] looked for differ-
ences in performance between novices and experts and for dif-
ferences in the procedures they use; Vans and colleagues [29]
validated a program comprehension model; Prechelt and col-
leagues [20] evaluated the effects of design patterns on mainte-
nance; and Ko and colleagues [12] determined how experts use an
interactive development environment to support maintenance. This
latter study is closest to ours in goals and methods: “The goal of our
study was to discover fundamental activities in maintenance work
in order to inspire new ideas for more helpful tools” [12]. They an-
alyzed screen-capture videos of 10 programmers working alone on
the same maintenance tasks and found that participants interleaved
three basic activities: (1) identifying a small set of code fragments
pertinent to the maintenance task; (2) navigating the dependencies
between these code fragments; and (3) repairing code fragments.
As a result of this analysis, Ko and colleagues proposed a number
of novel ideas for how a maintenance-oriented IDE could better
support maintenance activities. The conclusions of the Ko study
are subject to many of the same threats to validity as our study due
to the similarities in methods and size, except that participants were
not asked to think aloud in the Ko study. However, the presence of
think-aloud data in our study permitted us to ascribe purposes to
many of the activities that participants performed, and to determine
what participants learned from the activities and what misconcep-
tions they harbored.

None of the studies mentioned above specifically studied how
programmers correct synchronization flaws. The applications mod-
ified by participants in the studies by Robillard and colleagues [21]
and by Ko and colleagues [12] were most likely multi-threaded;
however, the maintenance tasks involved functional modifications
of features for which synchronization issues, if any, would have
been incidental.

2.2 eBizSim
We developed a software suite to use for this study. The eBizSim

suite simulates an e-business server that accepts and processes re-
quests from remote clients. The suite comprises a multi-threaded
server program and a separate stress tester program, for use in load
testing the server. The server accepts network connections from re-
mote clients, receives requests from the clients over these connec-
tions, and simulates processing of the requests. The server com-
prises multiple threads, each of which plays one of two distinct
roles—that of a listener or that of a handler. A lone listener thread
accepts client connections and places the requests received over
these connections on a shared queue. Meanwhile, multiple han-
dler threads contend for requests by synchronizing on the shared
queue. The handlers themselves are organized as a thread pool.
Loosely based on Schmidt and colleagues’ reactor pattern [24],
this thread-pool architecture mimics a realistically complex multi-
threaded server. However, because the server only simulates the
processing of client requests, its size is manageable enough for a
user study in which the participants are seeing the code for the first
time.

We seeded the eBizSim server with a design fault related to the
proper use of condition synchronization in the transfer of requests
between the listener and handler threads. This fault manifests in a
failure under certain timing and load constraints. Using the stress
tester, which provides a GUI dial for adjusting the speed at which
requests are sent to the server, it is often possible to reproduce the
failure within a time frame of two to five minutes. However, we
have never been able to reproduce the failure once the server runs

without fail for more than five minutes. Thus, in practice, it is often
necessary to restart the server multiple times to produce the fail-
ure. We chose this design fault to be representative of the class
of synchronization-related faults that are difficult to reliably repro-
duce by running the program.

The fault stems from the way the listener and handler threads
synchronize as they access the queue of connection requests.
Henceforth, we refer to this queue as the request queue; its ele-
ments are instances of a class Request whose internal structure is
not salient to this discussion. The request queue is managed by an
object called the pool, which encapsulates and provides synchro-
nized access to both the request queue and the thread pool. The
pool defines a mutex lock for each resource that it manages and
a host of queue/pool-specific operations, each of which is imple-
mented so as to acquire (and release) the appropriate mutex at the
beginning (and the end) of the operation. We concentrate on the op-
erations that manipulate the request queue, as this code contained
the seeded fault.

The request queue is accessed through the operations
submit_request and retrieve_request. Figure 1
depicts the implementations of these operations. Both methods
acquire and release a mutex lock called queue_lock_. Thus,
all calls to submit_request and retrieve_request
execute under mutual exclusion. Moreover, calls to
retrieve_request may block when the request queue is
empty. The conditional blocking logic is implemented in lines
16–19 in retrieve_request, and the corresponding signal-
ing logic (used to resume blocked threads when the blocking
condition may have changed) is implemented in lines 6–9 in
submit_request. The variable nonempty_queue_cond_
refers to a condition variable, upon which threads may issue the
operations wait, signal, and broadcast.1 The variable
queue_waiters_ records a count of the number of handler
threads currently waiting for a request to be placed in the queue.
The submit_request method checks the value of this counter
to decide whether it needs to signal the condition variable.

The fault, which we seeded, appears on line 16, where we re-
placed the line:

while(request_queue_.empty()) {

with the line:

if(request_queue_.empty()) {

To see how this fault may manifest in a failure requires reason-
ing about possible interactions between three threads—two handler
threads and the listener thread—during concurrent activations of
retrieve_request and an activation of submit_request
when the request queue is empty.

2.3 Strategies for producing failure traces
As mentioned previously, our study revealed two predominant

strategies for producing concrete failure traces from which to diag-
nose the fault. The execution-based tracing strategy aims to pro-
duce the trace by instrumenting the program and then executing
the program until a failure occurs. Because this strategy should be
familiar to most readers, we will not define it further.

The other strategy (i.e., failure-trace modeling) aims to deduce
a failure trace as follows. The analyst first formulates a candidate
sub-trace that ends in a clear error state. We refer to this sub-trace

1Our implementation is in C++ and uses primitives from the ACE
toolkit. Readers familiar with Java can think of signal as analo-
gous to notify and broadcast as analogous to notifyAll.
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1 void Pool::submit_request(Request* request)
2 {
3 queue_lock_.acquire();
4 request_queue_.push_back(request);
5

6 if (queue_waiters_) {
7 nonempty_queue_cond_.signal();
8 --queue_waiters_;
9 }

10

11 queue_lock_.release();
12 }

12 Request* Pool::retrieve_request()
13 {
14 queue_lock_.acquire();
15

16 if (request_queue_.empty()) {
17 ++queue_waiters_;
18 nonempty_queue_cond_.wait();
19 }
20 if (request_queue_.empty()) {
21 queue_lock_.release();
22 return 0;
23 }
24

25 Request* request = request_queue_.front();
26 request_queue_.pop_front();
27

28 queue_lock_.release();
29 return request;
30 }

Figure 1: Key synchronization methods in the eBizSim server.

as an error suffix. She then attempts to verify that the error suffix is
feasible, meaning that it is consistent with an actual execution trace.
Both of these activities rely on program comprehension; however,
they exhibit a stark difference in complexity. Candidate error-suffix
formulation is relatively lightweight but also prone to yielding spu-
rious errors—that is, behaviors that could not actually arise in an
execution of the program. By contrast, feasibility analysis can be
extremely difficult and time consuming. This difference in com-
plexity is similar to that observed of race detection in debugging,
where detecting apparent races requires local reasoning and is thus
generally efficient, whereas detecting feasible races requires nonlo-
cal reasoning and is, in general, NP-hard [18]. The general process
and the models produced are best illustrated by example. We use
the UML 2.0 sequence diagram, with some adornments, to depict
these models.

Figure 2 depicts an (infeasible) candidate error suffix, as artic-
ulated by one of the participants in our study. Here, two han-
dler threads (denoted h1 and h2) concurrently attempt to retrieve
a request from an empty request queue. Because the queue is
empty, both threads wait on nonempty_queue_cond_ (abbre-
viated neqc in the figure). Shortly thereafter, the listener thread
(denoted l) invokes a submit_request operation, which adds a
request (denoted r) to the queue and, according to the figure, in-
vokes a broadcast operation on condition variable neqc. In
response to the broadcast, both handler threads resume and attempt
to reacquire queue_lock_. Here, h1 acquires the lock and is
able to proceed, after which it pulls r off of the queue and releases
the lock. Thread h2 acquires the lock next and and proceeds. But
because the queue is once again empty, the retrieve_request
method returns 0, which causes h2 to enter an error state.

A quick word on notational conventions: To distinguish
type/class names (e.g., Pool) from role names (e.g., Handler), we
render the latter in italics. To indicate that the queue is empty at
the start of the suffix and show how it mutates during the trace, the
lifeline of the pool object (denoted rhp) is adorned with object-
state predicates—for example, q == [ ], which are depicted inside
dashed roundtangles connected to the object’s lifeline by a dashed
horizontal line. Similarly, activation-state predicates, which are
depicted inside roundtangles that are centered atop corresponding
activation bars, show when the thread executing the activation

• acquires or releases the lock on the queue (the assertion
qLocked becomes true or false respectively), and

• blocks on or awakens from waiting on
nonempty_queue_cond_ (the assertion waitg(neqc)
becomes true or false respectively).

To indicate that the waiting threads are awakened by a broadcast,
as opposed to a signal, we position the activation-state predicates
so as to depict the awakening at the same instant of the pool’s life-
line. Additionally, to reduce nonessential clutter, messages cor-
responding to method invocations are rendered abstractly, with-
out showing all the objects involved, but showing the thread that
invokes them. For example, calls to retrieve_request are
actually made from within activations of another pool method,
dispatch_request (omitted for clarity), and a more detailed
model would show the retrieve_request messages emanat-
ing from activations (of dispatch_request) that are attached
to the pool’s lifeline; as the figure does not depict activations of
dispatch_request, we instead show the messages emanat-
ing from the lifelines of the thread executing the elided activa-
tions.

An analyst might construct such a model to use in determining
if the failure is a result of a call to retrieve_request that re-
turns null. The model documents the initial state of the relevant
object (i.e., the pool), and it describes the number and role(s) of the
interacting threads. Additionally, the activation predicates are con-
sistent with the semantics of available synchronization primitives
(in this case, with acquire, release, wait and broadcast).
Such a model represents a candidate error suffix. If the initial state
of the model is consistent with a reachable program state, and if
the actions and state transitions in the model are consistent with the
code, then the model describes a feasible trace that ends in an error
and that therefore exhibits a fault.

A candidate error suffix exhibits an actual fault only if it is
feasible. Such a model seldom begins in the initial state of the
program, and it usually elides many details. Thus, when rea-
soning about thread interactions, the programmer can easily con-
struct a model that is not feasible. This is especially true in a
maintenance context where the programmer may lack a global
view of the program. The model in Figure 2 is not feasible, be-
cause the listener thread uses signal rather than broadcast
to notify a handler thread of a request in the queue. Thus, only
one of the handlers will be awakened during the activation of
submit_request, whereas the model depicts both as being
awakened.
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l : Listener

rhp : Pool h2 : Handlerh1 : Handler 

retrieve_request

retrieve_request

submit_request(r)

return(0)

return(r)

!waitg

qLocked

!qLocked
waitg(neqc)

qLocked

waitg(neqc)
!qLocked

qLocked

!qLocked

qLocked

!qLocked

qLocked

q == [ ]

q==[ r ]

q == [ ]

!qLocked

ERROR!

!waitg(neqc)

Figure 2: Strongly-articulated, yet infeasible model of an error trace.

Generally speaking, a deep analysis is required to decide whether
a candidate error suffix is feasible. Given an error suffix, this anal-
ysis can be performed by:

1. instantiating its abstract components with concrete objects,
activations, threads, and states—that is,

• binding the abstract actors (depicted as active objects
in the figure) to activations of operations on concrete
objects by concrete threads, and
• verifying that the activation- and object-state transitions

depicted in the error suffix are consistent with the im-
plementation of the associated operations

2. checking that the initial state of the instantiated model is con-
sistent with a state reachable from the initial state of the pro-
gram.

As suggested previously, this task may involve global reasoning
and is generally very difficult. A key goal of our work is to learn
how successful programmers cope with this complexity.

2.4 Strength of model articulation
In studying the failure-trace modeling strategy, we quickly dis-

covered vast differences in the quality (i.e., clarity and distinct-
ness) of the models articulated by our participants. Some re-
ferred to threads only in the abstract, whereas others also identified
which thread acted as the listener and which threads acted as han-
dlers. Additionally, some participants articulated the interactions
that might culminate in an error with sufficient detail that we could
construct an error suffix such as is depicted in Figure 2, whereas
others did not articulate necessary information for formulating an

error suffix. For example, a participant might say that an operation
is invoked, but not say which thread invokes the operation; or he
might not say when a thread acquires (releases) a lock or when it
waits (awakens from a wait).

We classify as strongly articulated a model that:

• describes a collaboration among distinct actors and objects
with well-defined synchronization states,

• describes how actions by the actors cause the objects and
other actors to transition among these synchronization states,
and

• is articulated (i.e., drawn, verbalized, etc.) in sufficient de-
tail to enable formulation of a well-formed UML sequence
diagram, such as the one in Figure 2.

In our study, we observed a significant prevalence of strongly artic-
ulated modeling among those participants who diagnosed the prob-
lem with high confidence (Section 5.1). This result is interesting
because high confidence in fault diagnosis indicates a strong belief
that the error being modeled is not spurious, and as mentioned pre-
viously, error-suffix formulation is prone to the production of spu-
rious error traces. The prevalence of strongly-articulated model-
ing in the group that successfully diagnosed the problem with high
confidence suggests that these participants may have used strongly-
articulated modeling as a means of coping with the complexity of
feasibility analysis.

3. PROCEDURE
Materials used in the study included written pretests and

posttests, and a computer workstation. The workstation was
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Bug Report / Change Request

We are experiencing a problem with the eBizSim server pro-
gram, wherein it intermittently exits with the error message:

error: Pool::dispatch_request() failed

This error has been fairly difficult to reproduce. So far, the
most reliable way we have found to reproduce it is to run the
stress tester with a setting of 4.27. Even with this setting,
the program may take several minutes to exhibit the error.
Occasionally, the program will run at the above setting for a
long time (on the order of 5 minutes) without failing. In these
cases, restarting the server and the stress tester seems to
help in drawing out the error.

Figure 3: Bug report provided to participants.

equipped with standard Web browsing software (e.g., Internet Ex-
plorer and Firefox) and programs to permit remote access to the
machine on which the eBizSim software and editing tools famil-
iar to the participant were installed. In addition, the workstation
was outfitted with the "Camtasia" video capture software and mi-
crophone headsets, which provided the ability to capture the screen
interactions and speech of the participants in the form of a video of
the computer screen, with voice-over from the participant.

Fifteen students in a graduate-level formal methods course at
Michigan State University participated in the study. All students
registered for the course happened to be male. The participants
received group instruction, in the form of a 50 minute lecture, on
concurrency constructs and their implementation using the ACE
wrappers toolkit [25]. The goal of this lecture was to ensure that
participants were well-prepared to undertake the assigned mainte-
nance task and to mitigate the effects of differences in prior knowl-
edge on their performance. The participants then took a pretest on
concurrency terminology and concepts.

Participants were scheduled for individual 3-hour sessions, con-
ducted in a private office. During the first 15-20 minutes, partic-
ipants were introduced to the equipment and environment, audio
collection was calibrated, and participants engaged in think-aloud
on a trial task, correcting a fault in the implementation of a bub-
blesort procedure. “Prompters” trained in the think-aloud method
accompanied the participants as they engaged in the maintenance
task and, as needed, prompted the participants to verbalize their
thought processes. Participants were then given a brief tour of the
directories containing the eBizSim software and provided a bug re-
port. Figure 3 depicts the bug report, which describes the output
associated with the failure as well as some tips on how to repro-
duce the failure. Scratch paper, a brief guide to concurrency con-
structs in ACE, and a C++ manual were also provided. Partici-
pants were permitted to browse the Internet as they deemed neces-
sary.

Participants were allotted up to 150 minutes to complete the task.
Those who completed the task sooner could stop the session at that
time. Following the sessions, participants took a posttest designed
to evaluate their comprehension of the software system.

4. RESULTS
We developed a collection of Boolean behavioral attributes to use

in assessing and comparing the performance of each participant and
the strategies they used in solving the problem. We now describe
these attributes and the criteria we used to assess them.

We measure success in diagnosing the fault using three at-
tributes:

loc: identified that what triggered the failure was the return of 0 on
line 22 in retrieve_request (see Figure 1).

pat: recognized violation of the wait-in-while pattern.

rat: provided rationale to explain why the faulty code is faulty.

We record loc for each participant who was able to narrow his
search to the code segment that contains the seeded fault. This at-
tribute is recorded without regard to whether the participant could
explain why the code was faulty or whether the participant was ul-
timately able to correct the fault. We record rat for each participant
who was able to explain why the faulty code is in error. As ev-
idence of rat, we look for verbalizations, such as: “when wait
returns, the queue is not guaranteed to be non-empty,” or, “I now
see how the queue can be empty when the thread exits the if block.”
Clearly, rat implies loc, but the converse is not true.

The pat attribute indicates whether the participant recognizes a
violation of the “wait-in-while” pattern, which is used to imple-
ment condition synchronization in monitors. This pattern is dis-
cussed with prominence in texts on concurrency (e.g., [17]), and
misuses (e.g., guarding the wait with an if as opposed to placing
it inside a loop) are often used in homework assignments and on
exams. The lecture that we gave prior to administering the pretest
explicitly discussed the pattern and why it is necessary. Prior work
suggests that students often use a pattern-based strategy for design-
ing condition-synchronization logic and have difficulty reasoning
about novel uses [13]. We collected the pat attribute to judge
whether students used a similarly shallow strategy in corrective-
maintenance tasks.

We measure success in correcting the fault using two attributes:

fix: replaced the faulty if statement with a while statement in
retrieve_request.

noNew: fixed the fault and introduced no new faults.

We record fix for each participant who successfully fixed the seeded
fault, which essentially means that he changed the if block into a
while block in the retrieve_request method. We record
noNew for each participant who fixed the seeded fault as indicated
and did not introduce a new fault.

We look for evidence of the trace-modeling strategy using four
attributes, which indicate various levels of modeling:

mod: participant gave evidence of modeling some interaction
among multiple threads synchronizing over shared data.

err: participant gave evidence of modeling an interaction that man-
ifests in a clear error state.

art: participant produced a model that was strongly articulated.

succ: participant produced a strongly-articulated model that accu-
rately describes the error that led to failure.

We count as evidence of modeling any description (be it a verbal-
ization or a drawing) that supposes the existence of two or more
threads and one or more shared objects and that proceeds to de-
velop a sequence of actions by and among these entities. Clearly,
err, art, and succ imply mod. However, a modeled interaction
need not involve an error state (or indeed have anything to do with
the failure in question), and modeling may or may not be strongly
articulated. Moreover, err does not imply art, and art does not
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imply err. Additionally, succ implies but is not equivalent to
err ∧ art.

We look for evidence of the execution-based tracing strategy
using three attributes, which record various levels of this activ-
ity:

inst: instrumented the code by adding diagnostic print statements.

refine: refined diagnostic statements to expose more detailed
internal-state information based on the diagnostics provided
by a previous failing run of the program.

found: produced a failing trace whose diagnostics indicate the er-
ror state that led to failure and the sequence of synchroniza-
tion events that caused the program to enter this state.

Clearly, refine and found imply inst. We collected refine to
measure the level of investment in this strategy, that is, was
the participant taking an iterative approach to narrowing down
the source of the fault? The criteria for recording found are
quite strong—a run has to produce a failure trace whose diag-
nostics show at least two handler threads waiting, the listener
thread arriving and signaling both of them, one handler waking
and emptying the queue, and the second waking to an empty
queue.

We also observed some participants appealing to what seemed to
be little more than luck:

luck: tweaked the synchronization code without explanation or ex-
pectation of success, seemingly in an attempt to luck into a
fix.

We record luck when a participant modifies the synchronization
logic or other logic that could affect thread schedules and then
executes the program to “see what happens.” Examples include
reordering lines 7 and 8 in submit_request, commenting out
the return statement on line 22 in retrieve_request, and re-
moving all of the code involving the queue_waiters_ variable.
In each of these cases, the participant uttered something to indi-
cate a lack of any real expectation that the tweak would solve the
problem—for example, “if that actually was the problem, I’ll be
upset.”

Finally, the attribute conf indicates an expression of high con-
fidence that the participant has correctly diagnosed the fault. As
evidence of conf, we look explicit declarations of confidence such
as “[we are] really confident that we identified the problem cor-
rectly,” and exclamations that implicitly indicate confidence such
as, in reference to a fault diagnosis, “that’s gotta be it!” Notice that
this attribute indicates a participant’s opinion of his performance
and need not reflect real success.

Table 1 depicts our record of each of these attributes for each of
the fifteen participants.

5. ANALYSIS
We analyzed participant videos, pretests and posttests. Multi-

ple researchers viewed the videos and annotated the protocols to
indicate success at diagnosis, confidence in diagnosis, success at
fault correction, the number of times the program was executed, the
number of failed runs, and the behavioral attributes described in the
previous section. We developed keys for the pretests and posttests,
and scored the tests. We recorded the annotations in spreadsheets,
and we analyzed the data to find significant differences between the
groups that resulted based on success at diagnosis and fault correc-
tion.

5.1 Diagnosis with high confidence
To study how participants differed based on their success in di-

agnosing the fault, we divided the participants into two groups:
a group of participants who successfully diagnosed the fault with
high confidence, and a group of participants who either did not di-
agnose the fault or who did so with low confidence. We then looked
for statistically significant differences between these groups.

We found no statistically significant differences in prior knowl-
edge as measured by scores on the pretest, nor any significant dif-
ference in performance on the posttest.

We did find significant differences between the groups on at-
tributes related to recognizing violations of common synchroniza-
tion patterns (pat), modeling (mod), and tweaking of code (luck).
The successful, confident group tended to recognize the violation of
the wait-in-while pattern (pat) (p < 0.001) and to employ model-
ing (mod) (p < 0.05), and tended not to make “tweaking” changes
to the code (luck) (p < 0.05).

In a more detailed look at differences between the modeling be-
haviors of the groups, we found that the successful, confident group
tended not only to have succeeded in modeling an accurate failure
scenario (succ) (p < 0.05), but either to have modeled a candidate
error trace (err) or to have generated a strongly-articulated model
(art) (p < 0.01), or to have done both (err ∧ art) (p < 0.001). In
fact, all of the participants who correctly diagnosed the fault with
high confidence both modeled a candidate error trace and generated
a strongly-articulated model (err ∧ art), whereas most participants
from the other group did only one or the other.

That these groups showed no significant difference in prior
knowledge on the pretest, yet a marked difference in success at
diagnosis, suggests that the use of modeling may be a key element
in diagnosing such synchronization-based errors. Further, the data
suggest that both strongly-articulated modeling and the modeling
of a candidate error trace are important.

The prevalence of recognition of the violation of the wait-in-
while pattern by the successful group suggests that training with
such common patterns is another key element. That roughly half of
the participants did not note this violation, despite a recent lecture
on the topic in class, suggests that lecture alone may be insufficient
to convey this concept and that hands-on exercises may be nec-
essary. Further, we note that all participants who recognized this
violation of the wait-in-while pattern did so in the context of mod-
eling. No participant merely recognized that the pattern had been
violated and fixed the code solely on that basis.

It seems likely that the correlation of the "tweaking" strategy
with failure to correctly diagnose is a by-product of the failure to
comprehend the nature of the fault; those participants didn’t know
what else to do. The negative correlation between this strategy and
a successful outcome suggests that programmers should not waste
time in this way, and might better spend their time attempting to lo-
calize the error, looking for violations of well-established patterns,
modeling the behavior of the system, and constructing candidate
error traces.

5.2 Fault correction
To study how participants differed based on their success in cor-

recting the fault, we divided the participants into three groups: a
group of participants who successfully corrected the fault and did
not introduce any new errors (the successful group), a group of par-
ticipants who corrected the fault but introduced a new error (the
partially successful group), and a group of participants who did
not correct the fault (the unsuccessful group). We then compared
the successful and unsuccessful groups and looked for statistically
significant differences between these two groups.
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loc rat pat fix noNew mod err art succ inst refine found luck conf
par01 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
par02 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
par03 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
par04 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
par05 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
par06 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
par07 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
par08 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0
par09 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1
par10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
par11 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
par12 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
par13 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
par14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
par15 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Table 1: Observed values of attributes by participant protocol.

We found no statistically significant differences between these
two groups in prior knowledge as measured by scores on the
pretest, nor did we find any significant difference in their perfor-
mance on the posttest.

We found several significant differences between the groups on
attributes related to failure-trace modeling and recognition of pat-
terns of synchronization logic. The successful group tended to
have recognized the violation of the wait-in-while pattern (pat)
(p < 0.05), to have employed modeling (mod) (p < 0.05), to
have modeled a candidate error trace (err) (p < 0.05), and to have
generated a strongly-articulated model (art) (p < 0.05).

No significant difference was found between the groups in the
use of execution-based tracing (inst). Both groups employed the
strategy. However, those in the successful group appeared to use
such tracing to localize the error to the retrieve_request
method, and then to switch to other strategies. For example, one
successful participant ran the program once to confirm that the fail-
ure was produced, and then spent some time reading the code and
locating the dispatch_requestmethod. He then instrumented
the code in that method to determine which of the several steps in
that method was failing. While the program was running, he con-
tinued to study the code, but was “hesitant to do too much” until
he “narrowed things down by at least one level.” Once he achieved
that, he sketched out a sequence diagram. However, he continued
to run the program in the background, saying, “We’ll just keep this
going while we think.”

In contrast, those in the unsuccessful group appeared to continue
to pursue an execution-based tracing strategy further. We plan a
more detailed analysis of the number and timing of execution at-
tempts and failures to further investigate the transition from one
strategy to the other.

Overall, analysis of the data on fault correction leads to similar
conclusions as the analysis of the data on fault diagnosis. Strongly-
articulated modeling (art) and the modeling of a candidate error
trace (err) are important elements of success in the correction of
synchronization-related faults, as is hands-on experience with the
use of common patterns of synchronization logic.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We recognize several threats to validity in this work. The first

concerns how well our seeded fault represents the kind of synchro-
nization faults that arise in practice. To address this concern, we

will develop materials that span a larger space of synchronization-
related failures and perform further think-aloud studies using these
materials. We will use the classification of concurrency failures
in [16] to guide our design. Other concerns include the limited
scale of both the program and the change activities, and the absence
of strong incentives for participants to succeed. These problems are
difficult to address given the nature of a think-aloud study. Partic-
ipants can be asked to participate for a relatively limited length of
time. The natural incentives to succeed that exist in a real-world
setting are difficult to duplicate in an experimental study involving
students. Nevertheless, we found significant results related to the
prevalence of modeling and the recognition of violations of com-
mon patterns of synchronization logic among those who success-
fully diagnosed and fixed the fault. We will develop other kinds of
studies (e.g., case studies) to validate our results on programs and
change activities of larger scale and with a more realistic structure
of incentives.

Another potential threat to validity concerns both the size and
composition of the student pool. Whereas 15 participants is on the
high end for a think aloud study, it represents a small pool from
which to generalize to all recent graduates with a BS in Computer
Science. Moreover, students who choose to enroll in a graduate
course in formal methods may not represent the general population
of students who graduate with a BS in computer science. Further,
the participants in this study were all male. We will address these
threats in future work by repeating our study with a wider sampling
of participants. In particular, we are eager to include industrial
practitioners in our studies.

The use of the think-aloud method is a potential threat to validity
because the cognitive resources required for introspection may af-
fect how participants perform. Fortunately, numerous studies show
that participants who only are asked to “verbalize their inner dia-
logue”, as were the participants in this study, perform comparably
on measures of performance with participants who are not asked to
think aloud [9]. After an hour into our study, one participant who
had thought that the method would be a hindrance stated, “[Talking
aloud] turned out not to be a big deal. Especially while I was think-
ing through sequences of events, I pretty quickly became unaware
of the fact that I was talking out loud.”

We believe the findings of this study have several important im-
plications for teaching courses in concurrency and software main-
tenance. First, although execution-based tracing was useful for lo-
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calizing the error, none of our participants who relied solely on that
approach was able to properly diagnose (rat) and fix (fix) the fault.
On the other hand, every successful participant exhibited model-
ing at some level, and those who diagnosed the fault with high
confidence exhibited strong model articulation. An interesting re-
search question is whether better tool support for modeling might
help those who were unsuccessful become successful by assisting
in the strong articulation of candidate error traces and/or in feasi-
bility analysis. An automated tool that builds sequence diagrams
[5, 23, 27] could be useful in an educational setting to support trace
modeling. Such an automated tool could render a scenario as a
sequence diagram, which should be easier to interpret than a lin-
ear listing of events and attribute values over time. Moreover, it
could relate the elements in a sequence diagram to constructs in
the code to aid program comprehension. If students could generate
sequence diagrams as easily as they can generate execution-based
traces, they might be more likely to invest in trace modeling.

Further, that some participants (4 of the 15 in our study) spent so
much time in execution-based tracing, despite expressing the belief
that this strategy is unlikely to be effective, again emphasizes the
importance of assignments that give students actual experience in
maintenance of multi-threaded software.

Currently, most courses that deal with concurrency and synchro-
nization discuss common synchronization idioms and patterns. The
wait-in-while pattern is a classic example: Seeing a wait state-
ment inside an if block should have raised a red flag for our par-
ticipants, especially given that we had spent time in class discussing
the proper use of the pattern and the dangers of violating it. Addi-
tionally, the lecture slides contained a full slide on just this pattern.
Our finding that only those participants who performed modeling
activities recognized the violation of the wait-in-while pattern sug-
gests that a deeper engagement with the subject matter is required
and that hands-on exercises would likely be of benefit. More gen-
erally, the relatively low success rate and extremely low confidence
rate among participants suggests that the software-engineering cur-
riculum should include more experience in the maintenance of
multi-threaded software.

In summary, with regard to multi-threaded systems, our findings
support teaching students that trace modeling or trace modeling in
combination with execution-based tracing is likely to be more ef-
fective than execution-based tracing alone, and that programmer
time is likely more fruitfully spent in such modeling activities than
in code “tweaking” or in pursuit of an elusive execution-based error
trace.

We expect to address questions raised in this initial analysis both
by additional data collection and analysis as part of this study and
also by conducting further studies. With respect to the current
study, variations in the approaches taken by the participants may
be attributable to differences in individual characteristics and abil-
ities such as working memory, spatial visualization abilities, dis-
tractability, classification skills, fluid intelligence, and learning-
style preference. We will administer standard tests to assess these
differences during the second phase of this study.

Finally, we will continue to pursue the development of a task
model for the maintenance of concurrent software by formalizing
the coding scheme we used to collect the data in this paper and
developing a verbalization theory, which maps verbalizations to
codes, that multiple independent coders can apply to reliably en-
code these protocols. Once we develop a sufficient verbalization
theory, we will be able to perform a more precise analysis of cor-
relations among approaches (execution-based tracing, trace model-
ing, recognition of synchronization patterns) and success at diag-
nosis and correction of synchronization-related faults.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This research provides insights into the strategies commonly em-

ployed by CS graduates to diagnose and correct design faults re-
lated to synchronization. Our results suggest that

1. Programmers are primarily concerned with developing a fail-
ure trace to diagnose and correct the fault.

2. Although programmers seem to prefer to use execution-
based tracing to produce a failure trace, the strategy, by itself,
is ineffective.

3. Trace modeling is an effective means of producing a failure
trace—especially, when the models are strongly articulated.

Although all participants used execution-based tracing, there
seemed to be a limit to its usefulness. Participants that employed
only execution-based tracing were all unsuccessful. Successful
participants tended to use execution-based tracing to localize the
fault and then use trace modeling to complete the diagnosis. It
makes sense that this would be the case, because of the additional
challenges concurrent programs create for execution-based tracing.
Print statements must be placed judiciously so as not to affect the
scheduler in a way that makes the failure more difficult to repro-
duce. Placing or removing statements in the code, such as sleep,
to force certain interleavings is also very difficult to do correctly.

Strongly-articulated modeling, the modeling of a candidate er-
ror trace, and active knowledge of common patterns of synchro-
nization logic appeared to be key elements to confidently diagnos-
ing and fixing a synchronization-related fault. No participant suc-
ceeded using only execution-based tracing or through recognition
of a violation of the wait-in-while pattern. All successful partic-
ipants used modeling of some kind (mod) with most performing
strongly-articulated modeling (art) and generating a candidate er-
ror trace (err).

Our findings have led us to make several recommendations. We
should better educate SE students as to the limitations and ap-
plicability of the execution-based tracing strategy. We suggest
designing exercises in which students perform different program
comprehension-related tasks—for example, understanding control
flow and possible thread interleavings—and maintenance on small
programs, such as the one from our study. Such exercises would
provide students hands-on experience in attempting these strate-
gies and in experiencing the success or failure of these attempts.
Our study did not provide students with access to tools such as
VeriSoft [11], which provides a debugger-style interface that sepa-
rates output by process and enables users to take full control of the
process scheduler. Whether participants who pursued execution-
based tracing exclusively might have fared better using such tools
is a question for future studies.

To make students better trace modelers, we need to improve their
behavioral modeling skills, especially in the context of maintain-
ing actual concurrent programs. Too often, behavioral modeling
is taught only in the context of software design. This creates two
problems: students do not apply the modeling activity to actual
code and they do not get experience reverse engineering models
from existing programs. We see exercises that have student fulfill
program comprehension tasks on small concurrent programs using
behavioral modeling as an effective way to help students gain skills
applying modeling to the sorts of problems that arise during soft-
ware maintenance.

We also recommend training students in tools and techniques for
externalizing sequence diagrams. Participants in our study tended
to create the models in their minds, and we assume that this is tax-
ing on working memory. Such strain might decrease the ability to
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work effectively with a model. For example, we observed partici-
pants creating a model that represented a correct execution of the
system and then analyzing that model for alternative interleavings
that might lead to an error. We assume it would be easier for them
to find such alternative interleavings using a diagram depicted on a
piece of paper, rather than a diagram kept completely in their heads.
Tools such as EclipseUML [2] provide model diagraming facilities
that could help students create such external representations.
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